Computerized document classification already orders the news articles that Apple's "News" app or Google's "personalized search" feature groups together to match a reader's interests. The invisible and therefore illegible decisions that go into these tailored searches have been the subject of a critique by scholars who emphasize that our intelligence about documents is only as good as our ability to understand the criteria of search (Hitchcock, 2013) . This article will attempt to unpack the procedures used in computational classification of texts, translating them into term legible to humanists, and examining opportunities to render the computational text classification process subject to expert critique and improvement.
Figure 1: The Proposed Process
A first layer of analysis consisted in a computer-aided search based on the match between Hansard debates and our "seed texts," producing Corpus 2, a subset of Hansard texts more likely to concern the subject of eviction and agrarian crisis.
The four texts of Seed 1 are notable as parliamentary reports that concern eviction and agrarian crisis: the Devon Report that followed the Irish famine in 1848; the Bessborough Report of 1881, issued in the midst of the Irish Land War; the 1884 Napier Report generated by a commission that interviewed hundreds of Scottish Crofters; and the Richmond Report of 1881, which examined English agrarian uprisings against an international study in how governments could support agricultural prices. As parliamentary reports drafted by members of parliament in committee, they share with parliamentary debates the language of the period and the idiom of reform, and therefore seemed to offer a suitable baseline for matching other discussions of eviction and agricultural tenancy. The reports cluster around 1881 with the exception of the Devon Report (1845); and this clustering in time represents one weakness of a baseline that should be designed to match discussions of property across the century. However, it was felt that the temporal weakness was compensated by the length of the Devon Report (at nearly 1000 pages) against the much shorter Bessborough Report (11 pages plus evidence) and the opposite political positions taken in the pro-landlord Devon Report and the land-reform Bessborough and Napier reports. These texts are designed to provide a broad overview of debates about rent, leasing, titling, property registration, landlord profitability, eviction, tenant rights, commonage rights, trespass, infrastructure, improvement, and other subjects that would be closely debated in any parliamentary inquiry into property.
In the winnowing process that followed, the entire Hansard Corpus was cut down to a quarter of its size. The similarity algorithm was used to match the 25% of the Hansard corpus most similar to the seed texts about property. Corpus 1 (Hansard as a whole from 1800-1910) has 111,685 speeches and a quarter billion words. Corpus 2 has 27,921 debates and 158 million words. Topic Model 2 summarizes the contents of this selection in 100 topics.
Corpus 2 was then subjected to sampling and human analysis in a second round of analysis. In the machine learning literature, the results of scholarly inspection are considered a "validation sample," which can be used to tune the parameters of an algorithm (Mohri et al) . This process determined that roughly 20% of Corpus 2 was most relevant to research questions about property. Another round of winnowing was applied. A similarity algorithm was used to match the 25% of Corpus 2 that was most similar to the results of the validation sample (Seed 2). The result was a final corpus of 1,396 debates or 5.19 million words. Topic Model 3 summarizes the contents of this selection.
At each stage in the winnowing process, a topic model was used to check kinds of documents comprise the results. In keeping with scholarly work in the digital humanities, the topics were assigned names based on their most statistically significant words (Blevins, 2011) .
Finally, we winnowed Corpus 2 through a further unsupervised matching process, using Seed 2 as the basis for a similarity search, the result of which is labeled Corpus 3. Corpus 3 was then the basis for a further round of analysis that produced Topic Model 3. These topics were also assigned names. It is to the interpretation of those resulting topics to which we now turn.
The Mathematical Basis for the Process: Similarity
Measures of approximative similarity between different probability distributions is where computation and math excel. After we have broken up our texts into words, the next step is to compare the seed texts and Hansard so as to find the debates most similar to the seed. In order to execute the comparison in such a way as to preserve the co-occurrences of words within individual speeches, we must choose a distance metric, which assigns a measure to every debate in Hansard of how "similar" that debate is to the seed topics. Measuring distance will allow us to begin with the seed reports in which parliament talks about eviction, and then to derive a subcorpus of speeches that meet a mathematical threshold of similarity to the seed corpus.
Our chosen method of pulling out a derived corpus is based on divergence, a subset of distance measures which concentrates on measuring the similarity between two strings of information. Divergence makes sense, in part, because we are measuring strings of text rather than individual numbers that can be easily subtracted from each other. Divergence measures the similarity between two strings or distributions, producing another distribution that is interpreted as the distance between the two.
Divergence between the seed texts and Hansard as a whole can be represented as a histogram of speeches each of which has a different distance from the seed text. The resulting distribution groups the most similar speeches to the left of the x axis, and the least similar to the right of the x axis. The y axis tells us how many speeches are in each category: a few are very similar to the seed texts, many are somewhere in between, and a few are very far away.
We are in good company in our choice. KLD is routinely used in digital humanities as a means to classify texts, including to rank documents' proximity to topics discovered in topic modeling, or to rank nouns and verbs that regularly occur together (Bigi, 2003) .
Understanding the difference between possible measures that can be used to create the divergence in question is crucial. While mathematically similar, our preliminary results suggest that different measures of divergence will produce an utterly different sample of historical texts. Were a scholar relying purely on a measure of divergence for an account of how much property was debated in Parliament, she would come away with a very different account depending on the measure she used: with the first two measures, she would imagine that property was debated increasingly over the century; where with the third measure, she would imagine that debates about property peaked in the 1840s and 50s and subsequently declined. If the outcome between different mathematical metrics of distance can offer such different historical conclusions, we should be very careful indeed in our choice of measures.
An intelligent choice should reflect an understanding of how, in each case, information and noise are related to each other. The principle differences between the measures are symmetricality, which has to do with the relationship between the strings that one is comparing.
These strings may be conceived of as equally valid patterns that have some concrete relationship with each other (symmetrical), or the strings may be one pattern of noise and another pattern of truth (asymmetrical).
For our work, the relationship between the two strings under comparison can be understood as that between a seed --the parliamentary reports previously cited in the scholarly literature --and a full corpus, the full text of the Hansard debates. Both are equally valid corpora for study in terms of scholarly interest in general, but if we are looking for questions relating to property, only the seed text constitutes an object of interest; for a historian of property, the full text of Hansard is comprised of noise that swirls into different shapes --here about abolition, there about the coronation --none of them having any relationship to the shape of the property corpus. Mathematically speaking, the seed reports are our "true distribution" -they contain language about land and property that we know we are interested in. We ultimately opted for a non-symmetrical KLD.
Choice of Object: Distance Between Bags of Words
There are different procedures for mathematically measuring similarity in a textual corpus. Some scholars classify similar texts together first using vectors; others use matrices, and still others use probability. All three mathematical models deal in cutting up texts into words, the so-called "bag-of-words" model that eliminates grammar; prominent words in the seed texts include tenant, landlord, land, and rent. In Hansard overall, prominent keywords include reform, honor, friend, speech, and bill. We will create a distribution for the words in the seed texts, and another distribution for the words in each individual speech, whether it concerns the abolition of slavery or the coronation of Victoria. What does a probability model based on the "bag of words" model look like? We can experiment by breaking up our seed texts into individual words, organized by the probability of their co-occurrence into categories known as "topics." For our seed corpus, an initial review suggests that topic modeling has correctly identified some of the themes of interest to property scholars. For example, the most prevalent topic overall, which we might name as a "Property Negotiation," contains words relevant to the negotiation of land and rent prices, including the terms "tenant," "landlord," "give," "pay," "case," "agent," "sell," "refus*" (the * here is a wildcard, lumping together "refusal" with "refusing," etc.), "farm," "reason," "object," and agre*." Other top topics similarly evidence that abstraction into topics reduplicates our scholarly 0.04249 "tenant","hold","farm","small","part","land","properti"," tenants","purchas","sold","estat","chang","occupi","hol dings","case","anoth","portion","ireland","owner","bou ght","" "Property exchange" 0.03585, "tenant","hold","farm","small","part","land","properti"," tenants","purchas","sold","estat","chang","occupi","hol dings","case","anoth","portion","ireland","owner","bou ght","" "Rental history" 0.03566 "rent","pay","year","rais","paid","increas","due","arrear ","rise","half","cent","sinc","put","raised","high","paym ent","chang","charg","case","made","" "Tenant right" 0.03378 "tenant","landlord","interest","sell","pay","purchas","po wer","hold","properti","tenantright","contract","sale","p ut","tenants","becom","paid","owner","make","subject", "charg", "Improvement" 0.03192 0.03235,"countri","present","state","condit","part","peo pl","country","general","system","district","improv","li ve","natur","labour","ireland","found","posit","people", "circumst","practic",""
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Table: Top topics in the Seed Texts (as measured by Latent Dirichlet Analysis)
The groupings, we must insist, reflect frequent combinations found in the text themselves. They are not scholarly-assigned; they are not, for example, the result of my matching words similar to "tenant" using a thesaurus. Note that "tenant" appears in three of the five top topics from the seed texts. The topics are not exclusive groupings; they are probablistic guesses at how likely certain words are to co-occur with each other.
Results: Different Similarities
To explore the results of our measurements, we displayed the measure of difference between each seed text and the corpus as a whole as bell-curve distributions of divergence between the Hansard debates and seed texts, where the x axis is a scale of similarity from least distant to most distant, and the y axis is the number of debates at each level of similarity (see Figure) .
Figure: Similarity between each seed report (by color) and the Hansard debates
The bell-curve-like shape results suggesting that some debates (the short tail towards the left of the chart) are quite similar to each seed text, while a vast body are loosely related to themes like "improvement," and a tiny number are barely related to this language at all. The bell curve, if we trust it at all, gives us an indication of where we might start reading --at the leftmost part of the graph, where a few key debates have been measured to most closely match our seed topics.
Having defined similarity and asked the computer to extract the texts most similar to our seed corpus, we will next use the debates at the left end of the bell curve to check what's in the derived corpus. After all, a scholar must be sure that she has the correct subset of Hansard debates for her work in order that analysis of the subcorpus should be meaningful.
Expert Verification
As part of refining the process of research, we asked an expert to guide by reviewing the individual texts labeled "similar" by the computer. Our procedure therefore calls for a round of interpretation. For our immediate purposes, we want to read several tranches of similar documents so that we can choose a new set of "relevant" debates that we will use to. From these tranches, we will iteratively sample the most similar texts to the seeds so that we can "train" our process. We may engage in two or three rounds of iterative sampling. The iterative process of sampling, expert classifying, and training the algorithm constitutes our method of refining the computer's similarity ranking using new information. The sorting of the computational category of "similar" from the scholar's category of "relevant" can only be done by reading, although we are encouraging a model of reading "samples" rather than reading the whole corpus in question.
Here, our method takes a detour from automatic, mathematical detection into critical thinking about what happens when the computer's match does not mirror what the scholar would have done. Ideally, using our parliamentary reports about eviction, the computer will match
Hansard debates where eviction, tenants, and landlords come up regularly. You can read the titles of the debates that the computer matched with our seed corpus here (there are three different texts corresponding to three different ways of measuring what's "similar" --we will define those methods in our terms, below). When you do, you will probably be appalled at the entire process we've put you through thus far.
The initial results of the derived corpus process were far from an obvious match. The top 5% matched documents are an unwieldy tour of Hansard. Some of them match our concerns with eviction and tenants --a promising 1835 debate on the "Law of Landlord and Tenant (Ireland)", an 1845 debate on the Thames Embankment, but many more of them match our research interest very little: A "Mutiny Bill" on flogging in the army in 1827; "Duties on Wool" in 1830; an 1842 debate on the "Printing Committee" that circulated parliamentary agendas and reports. This selection clearly won't do as a process of selecting documents. A sample and review concludes that the "hit rate" similar texts that were relevant to scholarly interest was quite low; only 22% of the texts at the 5% cutoff were indeed classifiable as "about property."
In a traditional research process, the scholar already expects to refine her questions and to limit her reading material after first consulting a catalog. Just so, we recommend first using a KL similarity measure to guide wide reading, and using the results of that wide reading to narrow the search progressively.
Second Result: Seed 2
These result of this process -Seed 2 -have a different chronology than the first set of texts, with a majority located after 1881.
Figure: Histogram of the Second-Round Hansard Debates Chosen by the Expert for their
Relevance, Showing Frequency by Year
The resulting texts of Seed 2 are also evidence more specificity in the range of topics the cover, when the texts are modeled by a topic-modeling algorithm (see table) . As a result of these findings, we propose that measuring divergence, with additional input by the author, offers an important tool for researchers who wish to use tools to find similar documents.
